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Mark Robinowitz ✭ www.OilEmpire.US ✭ A Political Map: Connected Dots

incompetence and blowback theories:
a mix of truth and lies
official
story
The official
story claims
9/11 was a
surprise
attack and a
massive
surveillance
bureaucracy
is needed to
prevent a
repeat.

incompetence
theory

The media, both
political parties
and many
liberals claim
incompetence
is the reason
that 9/11
happened.
Government
operations are
not perfect but
incompetence
This lie was cannot explain
the pretext the blocking of
for creating efforts to prevent
the Dept. of the attacks nor
Homeland
the coverup
Security.
afterwards.

blowback
theory
Most Bush
critics argue
9/11 was
“blowback” –
revenge for
US policies in
the Middle
East. While
there are many
motivated to
retaliate for US
policies, the
suppression of
warnings just
before 9/11
were not
coordinated by
Muslims.

OilEmpire.US 9/11 best evidence
www.oilempire.us/911.html
www.oilempire.us/911parable.html
www.oilempire.us/911peakoil.html
www.oilempire.us/911why.html
www.oilempire.us/nsa.html
www.oilempire.us/petgoat.html
www.oilempire.us/standdown.html
www.oilempire.us/wargames.html
www.oilempire.us/warnings.html

BEST EVIDENCE OF

9/11 COMPLICITY

proven beyond
reasonable doubt
9/11 allowed to happen
• very specific warnings from
US allies were suppressed
• FBI headquarters blocked
agents investigating flight
schools before 9/11
• US / Saudi / Pakistan /
Taliban / al-Qaeda ties
• “put options” betting on
American and United stock
shows foreknowledge
• Bush read “Pet Goat” story
to school kids instead of
ordering military response
• During attacks, trillion dollar
warning systems (Air Force
and NSA) not used to warn
White House military office

Air Force on 9/11?
• Air Force / NORAD
war games that
confused the air
defenses on 9/11
• CIA’s “plane into
building” exercise
during attack - at
NRO headquarters
near Dulles Airport.
National
Reconnaissance
Office
• some fighter planes
moved out of region
just before 9/11
• fake blips on radars
diverted interceptors

might be true
but not provable
remote control of the four
Boeings: the “hijacking
the hijackers” theory. It is
possible, but not provable,
that Boeing’s “auto-land”
uninterruptable autopilot
was used. The first plane,
Flight 11, flew over Indian
Point nuclear power station.
Allowing 9/11 to happen
risked letting the hijackers fly
into the nuke if the plane
wasn’t remotely controlled.
Flight 77 was flown into the
under reconstruction, mostly
empty Pentagon sector, not
Rumsfeld’s office or National
Military Command Center.

911independentcommission.org - unanswered questions from families
911pressfortruth.com - best documentary
recommended
fromthewilderness.com - 9/11 and Peak Oil
sources
historycommons.org - “The Complete 9/11 Timeline”
judgeforyourself.org - John Judge
nafeez.blogspot.com - Nafeez Ahmed, “The War on Truth”
ratical.org - JFK, 9/11, nuclear power health impacts, indigenous views
rigint.blogspot.com - “Rigorous Intuition” best 9/11 blog
secrecykills.org - “Who is Rich Blee?” and Richard Clarke interview
truthmove.org - most truthful “9/11 truth” group
book: “Disconnecting the Dots: How CIA and FBI officials helped
enable 9/11 and evaded government investigations,” by Kevin Fenton

media focus on demolition theories
and “no plane” hoaxes, not best evidence
the controlled demolition of 9/11 truth
disinformation that discredits
It is good the twin
towers stood as long
as they did after the
collisions, which
allowed most people
below the impacts to
escape.
Firefighters watched the
twin towers and WTC 7
bulging and leaning
before they fell down.
WTC 7 had a 20 story
hole from part of a tower
falling onto it.
The “thermite” in dust
samples was probably
burnt aluminum from the
cladding on the towers.

• no plane hit the
Pentagon: a hoax
created by Donald
Rumsfeld on October
12, 2001
• no planes hit WTC
less popular than
Pentagon “no plane”
• “no phone calls”
hoax alienates most
9/11 families from
working with 9/11
truth movement
• inclusion of white
supremacist
“American Free
Press” as credible
source of info

truth seeking is a two front effort
www.oilempire.us/911truth.html
www.oilempire.us/democracy-now.html
www.oilempire.us/disinfo.html
www.oilempire.us/jfktruth.html
www.oilempire.us/media-strategy.html
www.oilempire.us/pentagon.html
www.oilempire.us/popular-mechanics.html
www.oilempire.us/state.html
www.oilempire.us/wtc7.html

9/11: a political Rorschach test
Most perspectives about 9/11 contain pieces of truth
but do not have the whole story.
The official story that there are Muslims who want to
attack the US has some truth but ignores how that anger
is a reaction to US intervention in the Middle East.
The 9/11 Commission falsely claimed the feds were too
incompetent to “connect the dots” and a surveillance
society is needed to prevent a repeat attack.
Many liberal progressives highlight “blowback” —
the attackers were motivated by revenge for US policies.
But blowback alone does not explain how the attacks
were allowed to happen. US allies provided specific warnings: who, what, where and when. The FBI
agents who tried to stop the attacks were blocked by
headquarters, which was obstruction, not incompetence.
The 9/11 truth movement correctly says there was a
deliberate conspiracy but their most popular claims
contain discrediting disinformation. There are
conspiracies to create fake claims of conspiracy to
discredit looking at actual conspiracies. Ridicule is an
effective tool to ensure most people won’t look closely.
The media correctly state that Flight 77 hit the
Pentagon, thermite isn’t used to demolish buildings and
the firefighters watched the twin towers and Building 7
lean before they fell down. They ignore the suppressed
warnings, the best evidence of complicity.
Neither the media nor some of the conspiracy crowd
highlight the CIA’s “plane into building” exercise and the
NORAD war games that morning — the real failure to
connect the dots.

— Mark Robinowitz, www.OilEmpire.US

Crossing the Rubicon:

Simplifying the case against Dick Cheney
by Michael Kane
fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/011805_simplify_case.shtml

Means: Dick Cheney and the Secret Service
Dick Cheney was running a completely separate chain of
Command & Control via the Secret Service, assuring the
paralysis of Air Force response on 9/11. The Secret
Service has the technology to see the same radar
screens the FAA sees in real time. They also have the
legal authority and technological capability to take
supreme command in cases of national emergency.
Dick Cheney was the acting Commander in Chief on 9/11.

Motive: Peak Oil
At some point between 2000 and 2007, world oil
production reaches its peak; from that point on, every
barrel of oil is going to be harder to find, more expensive
to recover, and more valuable to those who recover and
control it. Dick Cheney was well aware of the coming
Peak Oil crisis at least as early as 1999, and 9/11
provided the pretext for the series of energy wars that
Cheney stated, “will not end in our lifetime.”

Opportunity: 9/11 War Games
The Air Force was running multiple war games on the
morning of 9/11 simulating hijackings over the continental
United States that included (at least) one “live-fly”
exercise as well as simulations that placed “false blips” on
FAA radar screens. These war games eerily mirrored the
real events of 9/11 to the point of the Air Force running
drills involving hijacked aircraft as the 9/11 plot actually
unfolded. The war games & terror drills played a critical
role in ensuring no Air Force fighter jocks — who had
trained their entire lives for this moment — would be able
to prevent the attacks from succeeding. These exercises
were under Dick Cheney's management.

911 disinformation
hoax

target audience

no plane hit Pentagon
most important hoax

inside the Beltway
political & military

no phone calls

9/11 family members

demolition theories

academia, technical
professionals

Holocaust denial
“the Jews did 9/11”

New Yorkers
peace movements

no Arabs involved

US allies, police &
intel investigators

Peak Oil denial

block understanding
Peak Oil – 9/11 motive

no planes anywhere

everyone

9/11 research is a rabbit-hole of Byzantine complexity full of
snares and delusions and peopled with false friends, lunatics,
earnest lost souls and a few heroes. It's not necessary to
understand all the nuances of science and bureaucracy that
allowed the government to get away with mass murder,
blame it on swarthy foreigners (of whom many are eager
accomplices) and use the incident as (in the words of the
Cheney, Jeb Bush et al cabal, the Project for a New
American Century) “a new Pearl Harbor.” At this critical
juncture in human history, it’s only necessary to understand
why they did it. The motive was Peak Oil, a disaster which
will affect everyone on the planet, about which all must
enlighten themselves and for which all must prepare.
Jenna Orkin, World Trade Center Environmental Organization

